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get the latest world bank data research and development indicators for india access economy facts statistics

project information development research from world bank experts and breaking news learn about india s

economic growth climate resilience low carbon transition and agricultural entrepreneurship with the world bank

find project information research data and experts on india s development its actions in the coming year could

lay the groundwork for the country to become the world s third largest economy in the next five years and a

developed nation by 2047 setting an example on inclusive sustainable economic growth digital development and

climate action now 10 years on india s growth is outpacing other major economies its banks are strong and the

government s finances are stable despite a painful pandemic india continues to show resilience against the

backdrop of a challenging global environment according to world bank s latest india development update idu

india ranks 134 out of 193 countries in the hdi and 108 out of 166 in the gii according to the 2023 24 human

development report the report shows that india has improved in life expectancy education and gni per capita but

also faces challenges of inequality and polarization undp india works with the government and other partners to

advance the sustainable development goals and human development in the country explore stories press

releases events and resources on various topics such as waste management solar power gender equality and

more india s growth continued to be resilient despite some signs of a moderation in the second half of fy22 23

global economic activity slowed in the second half of 2022 on how the un is supporting the sustainable

development goals in india the 17 sdgs and 169 targets are part of a transformative agenda the 2030 agenda for

sustainable development adopted by the economic development in india followed socialist inspired politicians for

most of its independent history including state ownership of many sectors india s per capita income increased at

only around 1 annualised rate in the three decades after its independence learn how the un supports india s

efforts to achieve the sdgs a global framework for peace and prosperity find out about the un s funding

partnerships stories and news on the sdgs in india how can india achieve high growth and create 90 million

nonfarm jobs by 2030 a new report from mckinsey global institute identifies three growth boosters and six reform

areas to spur productivity and competitiveness narendra modi stormed india s political stage with grand promises

of more jobs prosperity and less red tape his thumping mandate in 2014 and again in 2019 raised hopes of big

bang in last year s independence day speech at the red fort in delhi narendra modi made a bold pledge india

would become a developed economy by 2047 when it celebrates 100 years since its founding here are 4 critical

areas modi can t ignore prime minister narendra modi has an ambitious goal for india to be a developed

economy by 2047 but analysts believe this is only possible if the the report forecasts india s gdp growth at 6 9

percent in 2022 23 and 6 6 percent in 2023 24 despite a challenging external environment it praises india s
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macroeconomic fundamentals policy reforms and prudent regulatory measures for insulating the economy from

global spillovers india has succeeded in lifting hundreds of millions of people out of poverty in the last 28 years

and now the focus of the government must be to ensure inclusive sustained development for the 90 million

people will join the india s pool of potential workers in the next decade it is 2030 and india is among the world s

top three economies its citizens live with advanced technology in a mutually beneficial ecosystem technology

creates opportunity what does being a developed country entail where does india stand now and what are the

challenges on the road that it faces here onward the developed country goal is the first of the five vows that

prime minister narendra modi exhorted indians to take during his address to the nation on independence day

human development in india has witnessed significant progress and challenges reflecting the country s diverse

population complex social fabric and economic disparities but has it been at par with the economic development

read further to learn more
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May 27 2024

get the latest world bank data research and development indicators for india access economy facts statistics

project information development research from world bank experts and breaking news

india development news research data world bank

Apr 26 2024

learn about india s economic growth climate resilience low carbon transition and agricultural entrepreneurship

with the world bank find project information research data and experts on india s development

india could become the world s 3rd largest economy in the

Mar 25 2024

its actions in the coming year could lay the groundwork for the country to become the world s third largest

economy in the next five years and a developed nation by 2047 setting an example on inclusive sustainable

economic growth digital development and climate action

india s economy the good bad and ugly in six charts bbc

Feb 24 2024

now 10 years on india s growth is outpacing other major economies its banks are strong and the government s

finances are stable despite a painful pandemic

india s growth to remain resilient despite global challenges

Jan 23 2024

india continues to show resilience against the backdrop of a challenging global environment according to world

bank s latest india development update idu

india shows progress in human development index ranks 134

Dec 22 2023



india ranks 134 out of 193 countries in the hdi and 108 out of 166 in the gii according to the 2023 24 human

development report the report shows that india has improved in life expectancy education and gni per capita but

also faces challenges of inequality and polarization

india united nations development programme

Nov 21 2023

undp india works with the government and other partners to advance the sustainable development goals and

human development in the country explore stories press releases events and resources on various topics such

as waste management solar power gender equality and more

india development update the world bank

Oct 20 2023

india s growth continued to be resilient despite some signs of a moderation in the second half of fy22 23 global

economic activity slowed in the second half of 2022 on

sustainable development goals united nations in india

Sep 19 2023

how the un is supporting the sustainable development goals in india the 17 sdgs and 169 targets are part of a

transformative agenda the 2030 agenda for sustainable development adopted by

economic development in india wikipedia

Aug 18 2023

the economic development in india followed socialist inspired politicians for most of its independent history

including state ownership of many sectors india s per capita income increased at only around 1 annualised rate

in the three decades after its independence

united nations in india

Jul 17 2023

learn how the un supports india s efforts to achieve the sdgs a global framework for peace and prosperity find



out about the un s funding partnerships stories and news on the sdgs in india

an agenda for india s economic growth mckinsey

Jun 16 2023

how can india achieve high growth and create 90 million nonfarm jobs by 2030 a new report from mckinsey

global institute identifies three growth boosters and six reform areas to spur productivity and competitiveness

india economy seven years of modi in seven charts bbc

May 15 2023

narendra modi stormed india s political stage with grand promises of more jobs prosperity and less red tape his

thumping mandate in 2014 and again in 2019 raised hopes of big bang

in charts how india has changed under narendra modi

Apr 14 2023

in last year s independence day speech at the red fort in delhi narendra modi made a bold pledge india would

become a developed economy by 2047 when it celebrates 100 years since its founding

india wants to be a developed nation by 2047 here are 4

Mar 13 2023

here are 4 critical areas modi can t ignore prime minister narendra modi has an ambitious goal for india to be a

developed economy by 2047 but analysts believe this is only possible if the

india better positioned to navigate global headwinds than

Feb 12 2023

the report forecasts india s gdp growth at 6 9 percent in 2022 23 and 6 6 percent in 2023 24 despite a

challenging external environment it praises india s macroeconomic fundamentals policy reforms and prudent

regulatory measures for insulating the economy from global spillovers
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Jan 11 2023

india has succeeded in lifting hundreds of millions of people out of poverty in the last 28 years and now the focus

of the government must be to ensure inclusive sustained development for the

how to build a better india by 2030 world economic forum

Dec 10 2022

90 million people will join the india s pool of potential workers in the next decade it is 2030 and india is among

the world s top three economies its citizens live with advanced technology in a mutually beneficial ecosystem

technology creates opportunity

india as a developed country where we are and the

Nov 09 2022

what does being a developed country entail where does india stand now and what are the challenges on the

road that it faces here onward the developed country goal is the first of the five vows that prime minister

narendra modi exhorted indians to take during his address to the nation on independence day

human development in india clearias

Oct 08 2022

human development in india has witnessed significant progress and challenges reflecting the country s diverse

population complex social fabric and economic disparities but has it been at par with the economic development

read further to learn more
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